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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and rationale 

A recommender system (RS) plays an essential role in our everyday life in 

which we have seen on many websites and applications like YouTube, Facebook, 

Netflix, and Amazon. Furthermore, various technologies were developed. It makes 

people be able to access much information that leads to information overload. 

Therefore, the recommendation system is an essential part of supporting user decisions. 

Collaborative filtering is one of the primary methods commonly used in the 

recommender system. This method measures the similarity between a target user and 

its neighboring users, and calculates the rating score to create a list of recommended 

items for the target user. However, there is the cold start user problem when a new user 

enrolls in the system since this user will have incomplete information. In other words, 

he/she has never give ratings to items or give ratings only through a small number of 

items. This problem causes a poor-quality recommendation. This type of the 

recommender system also causes the sparse data. Mostly, since the number of items is 

greater than the users so it makes the user not be able to rate the item enough to calculate 

similarities between users and find the neighbor of a target user. For this reason, this 

method requires a large amount of data to calculate the recommendation.  

Another primary method is content-based filtering, which measures the 

similarities between an item that is going to be recommended for a target user, and items 

that the target user was familiar with in the past by considering the content that describes 

the items. The advantage of this method is that it does not require much data for 

processing or there is no cold start. But the limitation is that the set of items that were 

recommended for a target user is quite specific because it cannot recommend new items 

that the target user has never seen before. 

However, the two methods above have both advantages and disadvantages. 

Therefore, they were combined to improve the recommender system to be more 

efficient which still preserves the advantages and eliminates some disadvantages — this 

is called hybrid recommender system approach. 
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BERT stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. It 

is a model that brings the encoder parts of Transformer [13] to generate a language 

model. The regular Transformer is trained left-to-right to predict the next word (target 

word) of each position in the input sequence. But the regular Transformer has 

limitations to train in bidirectional because joint context on both left and right would 

cause information leakage which allows each word to see the target word hence the 

model would not learn anything useful. To alleviate this problem, BERT applied bi-

direction training to the regular Transformer by adopting masked language modeling, 

which randomly masks words and assigns the model to predict that word based on their 

surrounding context.  

The earlier work [9] adopts the deep bidirectional self-attention model BERT 

to the sequential recommender system for predicting the next item that users are likely 

to interact with. By giving the historical interaction and applying masked language 

modeling [12] randomly on the items, then predicted the masked items based on the 

surrounding items. The previous model extracts the user profile by considering the 

similarity on every pair of items in his/her historical item sequences. When the new 

item has entered, this model will predict which item should be the next (target item). 

Moreover, their model only uses historical data of a target user without considering 

interaction information of other users toward a target item which is the content-based 

filtering approach. It will be better if collaborative filtering can be applied in BERT for 

making their model have higher accuracy that is the Hybrid recommendation approach. 

By looking at the information of other users that interact with a target item. Instead of 

an attention on item sequences of the target user, we are interested in user sequences. 

Users in this sequence are the users who used to rate or interact with the target item. In 

order to extract which users affect the target item and would be neighbors of the target 

user, we will apply the attention mechanism in BERT by feeding another input which 

is the user sequences of the target item. 

In this work, we propose a Hybrid (Content-based filtering and Collaborative 

filtering) recommender system that applying the BERT model. In addition to content-

based in the previous model, we intend to add user-based collaborative filtering in order 

to consider how other users rate the target item. From the previous model in Figure 1.1 

(a), it shows that it has employed BERT on only item sequences rated by the target user 

that is the content-based filtering approach, while our model in Figure 1.1 (b) 
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incorporates a collaborative filtering approach by feeding another input sequence 

including all users who used to rate the target item into the model. After taking input as 

an item sequence (content-based filtering part) and a user sequence (collaborative 

filtering part), we will obtain target user profile and target item profile respectively. For 

target user profile, it consists of the similarity on every pair of items on the historical 

sequence of the target user. Consequently, it provides the information which shows 

whether the next item is the target item. Meanwhile, a target item profile consists of the 

similarity on every pair of users which shows who are the neighbors of the target user. 

In the prediction state, we apply NCF [5] to predict the rating score between target user 

profile and target item profile. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) BERT4Rec model architecture  (b) HybridBERT4Rec model architecture 
 

Figure 1.1  BERT4Rec model and HybridBERT4Rec model architecture 

1.2 Objectives 

1. To propose a new method that applied BERT on both content-based filtering 

approach and collaborative filtering approach. 

2. To compare performance in terms of accuracy between proposed model and 

traditional model (BERT4Rec [9]). 

 

1.3 Scope  

1. Use the MovieLens-1M [4] dataset that consist of 6,040 users, 3,706 movies 

and 1,000,209 ratings. The lowest rating score is 1 and the highest rating 

score is 5. 
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2. Compare performance in terms of accuracy of the proposed approach with 

the research of Fei Sun, Jun Liu, Jian Wu, Changhua Pei, Xiao Lin, Wenwu 

Ou, and Peng Jiang about BERT4Rec: Sequential Recommendation with 

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer. 

 

1.4 Project Activities 

1. Outline of study 

1.1 Study the architecture of the current recommendation system. 

1.2 Study the research and academic articles in recommendation systems. 

1.3 State the pros and cons of the previous methods. 

1.4 Analyze and design methods to solve the problem. 

1.5 Develop a correctness test of the proposed method. 

1.6 Perform an experiment to measure the performance of the proposed 

system. 

1.7 Analyze and discuss the experimental results. 

1.8 Summarize and write a report. 

2. Timeline of study 

 From the outline of study above, we can write the Gantt chart as below. 

Table 1.1  Gantt chart of project activities 

Procedures 2019 2020 

07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 

1. Study the architecture of the 
current recommendation 
system. 

          

2. Study the research and 
academic articles in 
recommendation systems. 

          

3. State the pros and cons of the 
previous methods. 

          

4. Analyze and design methods 
to solve the problem. 
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5. Develop a correctness test of 
the proposed method. 

          

6. Perform an experiment to 
measure the performance of the 
proposed system. 

          

7. Analyze and discuss the 
experimental results. 

          

8. Summarize and write a 
report. 

          

 

1.5 Benefits 

1. For Researcher 

1.1 Learn the operation and algorithm of recommender systems. 

1.2 Learn the theory and practice in creating a new approach of 

recommender systems. 

1.3 Apply knowledge to create a recommender system. 

1.4 Practice the skill of work planning 

1.5 Practice in solving problems that occur during the operation. 

2. For Business and Society 

2.1 Develop knowledge that will be applied to a business in the future. 

2.2 Continue to develop a new knowledge which is beneficial to the 

research industry. 

 

1.6 Report Outlines 

The rest of this report is organized as followings:  

1. Chapter 2 Literature Review: will present the related research, related 

knowledge, and the related evaluation metrics in the recommender 

system. 

2. Chapter 3 Methodology: will explain the proposed method and its 

process in detail. 

3. Chapter 4 Results: will explain the dataset and evaluation metric that 

used in this experiment and the experiment results of proposed method. 

4. Chapter 5 Conclusion: will present the conclusion and future plan of this 

work.  



 
 

CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, the recommender system was introduced which consists of 

collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. Next, the neural collaborative 

filtering and neural content-based filtering are also introduced. To consider the order in 

users’ historical interaction, the sequential recommendation was explained. Before 

applying BERT to the sequential recommendation, Transformer and BERT are first 

introduced. After that, BERT4Rec was explained which is the model that applied BERT 

in the sequential recommendation task. Finally, the negative log-likelihood and l2-

normalization were explained in detail for the loss function. 

 

2.1 Recommender System 

Recommender system is the system that recommends items to the target user by 

looking at the users’ preference or the users’ rating toward the item. Because of the 

information overload problem, RS was introduced and there is much research on RS for 

getting a better recommendation. This will help the user easily to access the information 

that the user was interested in and help the user make a decision. Nowadays, many 

websites and applications like YouTube, Facebook, Netflix, and Amazon all use RS on 

it. There are two main general methods in RS which are collaborative filtering and 

content-based filtering. 

 

 2.1.1 Collaborative Filtering 

 Collaborative filtering (CF) is the method that recommends an item by 

looking at the rated item set of the neighbor user who has the same preference pattern 

to the target user. This method can alleviate the serendipitous problem [1] which is the 

items that were recommended to target users are quite specific and target users unable 

to receive the new style of items. For example, if userA has rated only superhero movies. 

UserA will receive only superhero movies and cannot receive the romantic movie that 

userA is also interested in. The details of how CF works are as follows: First, CF 

receives the input as a user-item rating matrix as shown in Figure 2.1.   
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Figure 2.1  User-Item rating matrix 

 From Figure 2.1, suppose that the target user is user3. To predict the 

rating score of user3 toward item4 (*̂!"), CF has to find who is the neighbor of user3 by 

computing the cosine similarity between user3 and others on co-rated items using 

Equation (1), 

    ,-./01(!, 4) =
∑ $!"$#"$
"%&

%∑ $!"
'$

"%& %∑ $#"
'$

"%&
                                   (1) 

 

where ! denotes the target user. 4 denotes another user. / denotes the target co-rated 

items. 0 denotes the number of co-rated items. *!" denotes the rating that user ! rate on 

item /. And *&" denotes the rating that user 4 rate on item /. Therefore, the cosine 

similarity score between user3 and others are shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2  Cosine similarity score between user3 and others 

 After obtaining the cosine similarity score, CF will select the top-N 

neighbors of the target user by considering the top-N highest cosine similarity score 

between the target user and others. For example, CF will select the top-2 neighbors of 
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target user3 that are user5 and user1 respectively. In the rating prediction step, given 

the top-N neighbors information, CF calculates the rating score by using Equation (2) 

as follows:  

 

     *̂!" =
∑ '"(!#$#"#∈)(!)
∑ '"(!##∈)(!)

                                      (2) 

 

where '(!) denotes all neighbors of the target user ! and ./7!&  denotes the cosine 

similarity between user ! and user	4. Thus, the rating score of user3 toward item4 is 

3.49 as shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3  Rating score of user3 toward item4 

 Although CF can solve the serendipitous problem but there is a limitation 

of CF called data sparsity because the number of items is larger than the number of users 

and users usually rate only through the small item. This makes CF difficult to find the 

neighbor of the target user. 

 

 2.1.2 Content-based Filtering 

 Content-based filtering (CBF) is the method that recommends the item 

which is similar to the items that the target user was familiar with in the past by looking 

at the information that describes the items. This method does not require any 

information of other users in the system since it considers only the data of the target 

user to make a prediction. The details of how CBF works are as follows: First, CBF 

extracts the users’ preference or user profile and represents it in vector by analyzing the 

rated item set of the target user. Meanwhile, CBF also extracts the new item 

representation in vector by looking at the features that describe the item. Next, CBF will 

find the similarity between the user profile and other items. Finally, CBF creates a list 

of the top-N items that have the highest similarity score and recommends the item to 
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the target user. Although, the limitation of CBF is the serendipitous problem that the 

target users cannot receive the new style of items. 

 However, CF and CBF have both advantages and disadvantages. 

Consequently, using only the traditional approach like CF and CBF is not effective 

enough to get the better recommendation. Therefore, there is more research on the 

recommender system to find an effective method for recommendation. 

 

2.2 Neural Collaborative Filtering 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.4  Neural collaborative filtering framework 

Collaborative filtering approaches are famous approaches that researchers use 

on the recommender system. It is used for recommending the item based on users’ 

historical preference. Matrix Factorization (MF) [6] is the most popular collaborative 

filtering approach, which predicts the rating by factoring the user-item rating matrix and 

represents user and item as latent features vector. Then, calculate the inner product 

between user and item latent vector to learn the users’ preference on the item. MF has 

limitation which is the inability to learn the complex user-item interaction in a large 

number of latent factors 9 because it may face the overfitting problem. 

The Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) [5] is another collaborative filtering 

approach, which replaces the inner product with Multi-Layer Perceptions (MLP) to 

model the users’ preference. From Figure 2.4, let : be the set of users and ; be the set 

of items. And let < and ' be the number of users and items, respectively. The input 

layer consists of 4!) and 4"
* which are the feature vectors with one-hot encoding to 

describe the user ! and item /, respectively. Since those vectors are sparse, they are fed 
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to the embedding layer to be transformed into the dense vectors. The user embedding 

and item embedding can be assumed as the latent vector for user and item respectively. 

Then, feeding user embedding and item embedding to a neural collaborative filtering 

layer which comprises a multi-layer neural network to map the latent vectors and predict 

the rating score. The rating score of user	! for item / (*̂!,") is calculated by 

 

                     *̂!," = =(>,4!)	, ?,4"
* 	@	>, ?, A-)                           (3) 

 
 

where > ∈ ℝ.×0 and ? ∈ ℝ1×0 , denotes the 9 latent factor matrix for users and items 

respectively. 4!) and 4"
* is the vector with one-hot encoding for identifying a user ! and 

item /. The function = is a multi-layer neural network that can be formulated as Equation 

(4) and A- is the model parameter for function =. 

 

              =(>,4!)	, ?,4"
* 		@	>, ?, A-) = D2!3(D4(…D5 FD6(>,4!)	, ?,4"

*)G… ))        (4) 

 
 
D2!3 and D4 are the mapping function for the output layer and the H-th neural 

collaborative filtering (CF) layer. The model parameters are learned by minimizing the 

square loss function which represented as 

 

                         I = ∑K!,"(*!," − *̂!,")5                                   (5) 

 

where *!," is the true rating score of user ! for item / and K!," is the weight of training 

instances (!, /). 

 However, the collaborative filtering approach recommends the items for the 

target user by considering other user information. But it does not capture the relation 

among items in the users’ historical sequence. 

 
2.3 Neural Content-based Filtering 

To alleviate the problem of capturing the relation between items in the users’ 

historical sequence, the content-based filtering approach aims to learn the relation of 

items by considering the content that describes the items. Neural networks have become 

very trendy in recent years and have more strength than traditional content-based 
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filtering approaches. The four main factors that make neural-based approaches perform 

better are modeling in the non-linear interactions in the data with non-linear activations, 

possession of high flexibility, learning the underlying explanatory factors, and 

outperformance for sequential modeling tasks. Thus, many neural approaches are 

introduced and applied to the content-based scenario. For example, Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN) generates local features and a pooling layer for concise 

representation. It is potent in processing unstructured multi-media data. The example of 

research that applies CNN in content-based is Deep Content-Based Music 

Recommendation [7]. It uses CNN to extract features from music signals. The 

convolutional kernels and pooling layers allow operations at multiple timescales. This 

content-based model can alleviate the cold-start problem of music recommendation. 

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) use non-linear activation function and backpropagation 

for training, and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) use for learning sequential data. 

 
2.4 Sequential Recommendation 

Recently, many methods have been proposed to model sequential 

recommendations since most of the previous recommendation systems do not consider 

the order in users’ historical interaction, which makes the recommendation systems not 

practical enough. Because of the next users’ behavior would depend on the users’ 

current interests. Thus, the sequential recommendation was proposed and became 

famous. Most of the sequential recommendations are based on Recurrent Neural 

Network (RNN) and its variants, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). The essential idea 

of those methods is proposing representation by encoding users’ historical records into 

vectors in different ways. 

 

 2.4.1 Dynamic REcurrent bAsket Model (DREAM)  

 The model goal is to recommend a list of items that a user may purchase. 

DREAM [15] model is a next basket recommendation which baskets are the set of items 

that each user purchases. DREAM applied RNN by feeding baskets’ representation 

from users’ historical records to learn a representation of a users’ interests at different 

times and called it the user's dynamic representation. The basket representation is 

generated by aggregating representation vectors of items in the basket. They use two 
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kinds of aggregation functions, which are max-pooling and average-pooling. For max-

pooling basket representation M3,
!  can formulated as:  

 
   M3,,7

! 	= 7NO(03",6,7
! , 03",5,7

! , … )          (6) 

 

where M3",7
!  is P-th dimension basket vector representation of user !	at times Q" 	and 03",8,7

!  

is the value of P-th dimension of the vector representation of the R-th item in basket S3"
!  

and for average-pooling basket representation M3,
!  can formulated as: 

 

            M3,
! 	=

6

|:,"
! |
∑ 03",8

!|:,"
! |

8;6            (7) 

 

 In order to calculate the rating score for each user toward all items at 

each time step, they multiply the user's dynamic representation and the item matrix 

which is a stack of item embedding. A higher score indicates that the user is more likely 

to purchase the corresponding item. 

 

 2.4.2 The Multi-View Recurrent Neural Network (MV-RNN) 

 Instead of using only indirectly observable representation to represent 

the items like DREAM, MV-RNN [2] combines indirectly observable representation 

and directly observables (images and text description) representation to represent items. 

They represent users’ historical records as: 

 
            &! 	= (/!& , … , /!|.!|)           (8) 

 
where /!& , … , /!|.!| is items that the user ! has purchased in chronological order and for 

each item content of image and text description. For items consist of two multi-view 

features: indirectly observable view and directly observable view. Indirectly observable 

view is latent feature of an item which represent as item embedding *!, 	defined by a 

vector: 

            	*!, = /!, 										/!, ∈ ℝ
<          (9) 

 

where  /!, 			is the item of user ! at timestep Q. 
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 Another view directly observable is multi-modal features consist of 

visual and textual features (= and T). They are obtained by GoogLeNet [10] and GloVe 

[8] weighted by TF-IDF respectively. In order to transform the original high-

dimensional features to embedded low-dimensional visual and textual features (/- and 

/=), they learn two linear embedding matrices U and ;: 

 
            /- 	= U=,											/- ∈ ℝ<        (10) 

            /= 	= ;T,											/= ∈ ℝ<        (11) 

 

There are three combinations of multi-view features: 

1. Feature concatenation: the item representation is /	 = 	 [/>; /-; /=] / is 3d-

dimensional vector 

2. Feature Fusion: the item representation is /	 = 	 [/>; /(] 

 

 where          /( 	= /- + /=	,										/( ∈ ℝ<        (12) 

 

3. Multi-Modal Marginalized Denoising AutoEncoder (3mDAE):  a new 

fusion method to combine the multi-modal information to learn fusion 

features. This method can learn more robust features and tackle the 

lacking modalities problem. It base on the mDAE model The encoding 

process is represented by (10) and (11), and the corresponding hidden 

layer is built by (12). In the decoding process, we need to reconstruct the 

multi-modal input features. The mapping matrix in decoding process is 

just the transpose of the mapping matrix in encoding process 

 

             =Z 	= U,/(										         

             T[ 	= ;,/(										        (13) 

 

 The MV-RNN model adopts the recurrent structure to capture dynamic 

changes in user’s interest by feeding item representation into the LSTM layer. 
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 2.4.3 Convolutional Sequence Embedding Recommendation Model 

(Caser)  

 Caser [11] incorporates the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and 

Latent Factor Model (LFM) to learn sequential features and user-specific features, 

respectively. It comprises three components: Embedding Look-up, Convolution Layer, 

Fully-connected Layer. For training CNN, they separate users’ historical sequence \! 

into two part which are	I input items and ] target items. To generates a training instance 

for user !	is done by sliding a windows I + ] over user sequence. Embedding Look-

up is a previous I	 items feature sequence in the latent space for user ! at time step Q	can 

be formulated as:      

 

 

 

          (14) 

 

where ^ is item embedding matrix. 

 In addition, they also have embedding _! for a user !, representing user 

features in latent space. Convolution Layer has two types which are horizontal and 

vertical. Horizontal Convolutional Layer result is the vector -. It captures union-level 

patterns with multiple union sizes. Vertical Convolutional Layers are capturing point-

level sequential patterns through weighted sums over previous items’ latent 

representations. The result is the vector õ. Fully-connected Layer is performed to get 

more high-level and abstract feature they concatenate the outputs of the two 

convolutional layers and feed them into a fully-connected neural network layer: 

 

  
          (15) 

 

where a is the concatenation layer weight matrix, M	is bias term and D?(∙) is activation 

function. 

 Finally, another fully-connected layer is added to estimate the probability of how 

likely a user wants to interact with each item at each time step. It can formulated as 
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         								        (16) 

 

where a@ and M@ are the weight matrix for the output layer and the bias term. 
 
 
2.5 Transformer 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5  Transformer model architecture. 

(Vaswani et al, 2017, p.3) 

In the sequence task, Transformer [13] is a well known model. In general, 

Transformer is a model that was used in the natural language processing field, such as 

language modeling and machine translation. Transformer consists of two parts, which 

are an encoder and a decoder. Both parts aare composed of a stack of identical layers, 

whose main components are as follows: 

1. Multi-Head Self-Attention Mechanism 

2. Position-Wise Feed Forward Neural Networks 

The significant method of the model is self-attention that makes Transformer be 

able to replace RNN and CNN. Self-attention is an attention mechanism relating to 

different positions of a single sequence in order to compute a representation of the 

sequence. In the Transformer, they adopt scaled dot-product attention and stack them in 

parallel that is called Multi-Heads Attention. The attention layer output is a weighted 
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sum of the values, where the weight assigned to each value is determined by the dot-

product of the query with all the keys: 

 

       cQQ10Q/-0(^, 9, ;) = .-=Q7NO d
A0/

B<0
e ;        (17) 

 

where ^,9, ; is matrix of query f, keys P, values 4 and g7 is dimension of vector P. 

 Since from their experiment computing multiple weighted sums is better 

representation rather than computing single attention (weighted sum of values), they 

compute multiple attention weighted sums. Each of these “Multiple-Heads” is a linear 

transformation of the input representation can formulated as: 

 

       ℎ1Ng" = cQQ10Q/-0(^aA , 9a0 , ;aC)        (18) 

 

they compute Multi-Heads Attention as 

 

      <!iQ/j1Ng(^, 9, ;) = #-0,NQ(ℎ1Ng6, … , ℎ1NgD)aE   (19) 

 

where ℎ is number of head. 

 This provides the model to capture different aspects of the input and improve its 

expressive ability. Another module that is important in the Transformer is Positional 

Encoding. It works for the model to make use of the order of the sequence. They inject 

some information about the relative or absolute position of the tokens in the sequence 

to the embeddings. This is two sinusoids (sine, cosine functions) of different frequencies 

are used: 

 

       _U(k-., 2/) = sin(k-./100005"/<12345)    (20) 

   _U(k-., 2/ + 1) = c-.(k-./100005"/<12345)    (21) 

 

where pos is the position of the token and i is the dimension. 

 An encoder is composed of a stack of N = 6 identical layers. Each layer has two 

sub-layers. The first is a multi-head self-attention mechanism, and the second is a 

simple, position-wise feedforward neural network. They employ a residual connection 
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around each of the two sub-layers, followed by layer normalization, as shown in Figure 

2.5. The residual connections are for retaining the position-related information which 

we are adding to the input representation/embedding across the network. The output of 

each sub-layer is 

 

    INr1*'-*7(O + \!MiNr1*(O))     (22) 

 

where \!MiNr1*(O) is is the function implemented by the sub-layer itself and all sub-

layers in the model, as well as the embedding layers, produce outputs of dimension 

g(2<GH = 512. 

 Also, a decoder is composed of a stack of N = 6 identical layers which are similar 

as an encoder but insert a third sub-layer, which performs multi-head attention over the 

output of the encoder stack. 

 

2.6 BERT 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6  BERT input representation 

(Devlin et al, 2018, p.5) 

 

In addition to Transformers, BERT [3] is one of the successful methods in text 

understanding which achieves state-of-the-art results on text sequence modeling. BERT 

stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. It developed from 

Transformer by adopting only an encoder to generate a language representation. Beside, 

pre-train BERT can be fine-tuned with just one additional output layer to create state-

of-the-art models for a wide range of tasks. The regular Transformer model has 

limitations to train in bidirectional. Therefore, BERT applied bi-direction training to the 
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regular Transformer model for representations from an unlabeled text by jointly 

conditioning on both left and right context in all layers. However, language modeling 

is trained left-to-right by predicting the next word of each position in the input sequence. 

Jointly context on both left and right in bi-direction training would cause information 

leakage, which is allowing each word to see the target word so the model would not 

learn anything useful. BERT adopts masked language modeling [12], which randomly 

masks words. They mask 15% of all WordPiece tokens in each sequence at random. 

The training data generator chooses 15% of the token positions at random for prediction. 

They mask token in three different ways (1) replace with a special token [MASK] 80% 

of time, (2) replace with random token 10% of time, (3) replace with token itself 10% 

of time. To make BERT handle a single sentence and a pair of sentences tasks, an input 

representation is able to unambiguously represent in one token sequence. Thus, an input 

of BERT is sum of three types of embedding which are token embeddings, the 

segmentation embeddings and the position embeddings as shown in Figure 2.6. For 

token embeddings, they use WordPiece embedding [14] with a 30,000 token 

vocabulary. The first token of every sequence is a special token : [CLS]. The final 

hidden state corresponding to this token is used as the aggregate sequence representation 

for classification tasks. For a pair of sentences, they differentiate the sentences in two 

ways. First, we separate them with a special token ([SEP]). Second, we add a learned 

embedding to every token indicating whether it belongs to sentence A or sentence B. 

Then, they feed input representation into BERT to reconstruct masked tokens to 

corresponding vocabulary based on their surrounding context. In order to predict words, 

they feed the final hidden vectors corresponding to the mask tokens into an output 

softmax over the vocabulary. 
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2.7 BERT4Rec 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7  BERT4Rec model architecture 

(Sun et al, 2019, p.3) 

 

By the success of BERT, they have adopted BERT to model the sequential 

recommendation called BERT4Rec [9] model as shown in Figure 2.7. To predict what 

is the next item that a user is likely to interact with, let ; = {46, 45, . . . , 4|C|} be the items 

set. Firstly, the input of this model is the user’s historical sequence or the item sequence 

which is the set of item that the user ! used to interact with in the past in chronological 

order \! = {46, 45, . . . , 43} where 43 is the item that the user !	has interact at time step 

Q. Next, they randomly mask the item sequence and replace it with a special token 

“[mask]”. For example: 

 

&0k!Q	(/Q17	.1f!10,1): [46, 45, 4I, 4J, 4K] → 	 [[7N.P6], 45, 4I, [7N.P5], 4K]	 

INM1i ∶ 	 [7N.P6] = 	46, [7N.P5] = 	4J 

 

After randomly mask the input sequence, every token in item sequence are fed 

into the embedding layer which consists of input embedding and position embedding to 

extract the representation of each token 43 . After obtaining the item sequence 

embedding, they fed it into BERT model which has	I transformer layer to learn the 

similarity on every pair of items in the sequence and define the loss function for each 

mask token as negative log-likelihood as follows in Equation (23): 
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     I =
6

|L!1|
∑ −&1∈L!1 i-T_(4( = 4(3 |\!@ )      (23) 

 

where \!@  is the masked version of user !  historical sequence, \!(  is the randomly 

masked items in \! , 4(3  is the true item for the masked item 4( , and P(.) is the 

probability that was defined in Equation (24). 

 

                     _(43) = .-=Q7NO($UI:(ℎ3
NaO + MO)UC + ME)     (24) 

 

where aO is the learnable projection matrix, MO and ME are bias terms, and UC is the 

embedding matrix for the items set ;. 

 Finally, this model produces the final hidden layer output of last token as ℎ3
N that 

shows the similarity of items on the users’ historical sequence. The item that has the 

highest similarity, will be recommended to the user.   

 

2.8 Negative log-likelihood 

Negative log-likelihood (NLL) is cost function that is used as loss for machine 

learning models. The equation is as follows: 

 

      I(r) = −i-T	(r)        (25) 

 

where r is summed for all correct classes. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8.1 Range of negative log-likelihood graph 
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The range value of negative log-likelihood reaches zero to reach infinity which 

it reaches infinity when input is zero, and reaches zero when input is one. The details of 

how Negative log-likelihood works are as follows: First we have softmax output.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8.2  Example of negative log-likelihood calculation 

Then, take negative log at the correct classes as shown in Figure 2.8.2. The better 

the prediction the lower the NLL loss. 

 

2.9 L2-Normalization 

L2-Normalization (also called i5-norm) is one of the method that calculated the 

length of the vector. It is also a regularization method to prevent model overfitting. i5-

norm performs scale data input by maps vector values to values in [0,∞). The equation 

is as follows: 

 

    ∥ O̅ ∥= |∑ (O")5
P
" = |(O6)5 + (O5)5 +⋯+ (OP)5     (26) 

 

where 0 is the number of element in vector O̅.  

 L2-Normalization takes outliers in consideration during training. A linear 

regression model that implements. i5-norm  for regularization is called ridge regression. 

Regularization term is included when we calculate loss function. For i5-norm, loss 

function can formulated as: 

 

     I-.. = U~~�~(r, r[) + Ä ∑ O"5
1
";6       (27) 
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From the above-related work, BERT4Rec is the model that can bring BERT, 

which is the current trend in text understanding, to the sequential recommendation. 

However, the BERT4Rec only uses the historical information of the target user and does 

not consider the information of other users to predict the next item that is the content-

based filtering approach. In addition, the item that was recommended to the target user 

was specific because the target user will not receive the new style of item that the target 

user never seen before. It will be better if BERT can consider the information of other 

users for making more effective recommendations. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

BERT is the successful method for text understanding which considered both 

left and right context in the sequence of sentences. Consequently, there is the research 

that brings BERT to model the sequential recommendation in order to find the relation 

and representation of items in the users’ historical sequence that is BERT4Rec model 

[9]. But this model only considers the historical data of the target user and has the 

serendipitous problem. 

To solve the serendipitous problem and allow BERT to consider the interaction 

of other users in the system for making the recommendation to have more effective. We 

propose a new method that applies BERT on both content-based filtering and 

collaborative filtering called Hybrid (Content-based filtering and Collaborative 

filtering) recommender system based on BERT model which comprises three main 

parts: content-based filtering, collaborative filtering and prediction stage. 

 

3.1 Content-based Filtering 

In the content-based filtering side, our model aims to predict the next item that 

users likely to interact with by measuring the similarity between the historical item of 

the target user and the new item that the target user has never seen before. BERT4Rec 

is one of the models that can find the similarity among the items in the users’ historical 

sequence. Therefore, we applied the BERT4Rec model in our model and the details are 

as follows.  

Firstly, let ; = {46, 45, . . . , 4|C|} be the items set, then let the target user be userA 

and \Q = {46, 45, . . . , 43} be userA’s historical sequence or the item sequence where 43 

is the item that userA used to rate at time step Q. To make our model can consider both 

left and right context in the sequence, we aim to applied mask languages modeling [12] 

in our model which randomly masks 15% of all items in the sequence then replace it 

with special token “[mask]” as shown in Figure 3.1 and define as \Q
( =

{46, 4(, 4I, . . . , 43} where 4(  is the item that was replaced with the token “[mask]”. 

Then, the masked item will be store in set <Q. From this figure, the masked item is 45. 
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Figure 3.1  The input of content-based filtering part 

After randomly mask the item in the item sequence, we will feed the masked 

item sequence (\Q
() to the embedding layer for extracting the item representation. Since 

the encoder part of Transformer in our model cannot consider the order of the sequence. 

Therefore, the embedding layer in our model is the sum of two types of embedding 

which are token embeddings and positional embeddings. We will obtain the item 

representation called item sequence embedding. Next, we feed the item sequence 

embedding into the stack of Transformer for training and we will receive the final 

hidden layer output HC = {ℎ&6, ℎ&5, … , ℎ&(, … , ℎ&3} where ℎ&3 show the similarity on 

every pair of items in the sequence for each query item 43 . Then, we make the 

distribution of all items over the query item 43 by adding the feedforward layer with 

GELU activation as shown in Equation (28).   

 

                     _(43) = .-=Q7NO($UI:(ℎ&3aD + MD)UC + M-)     (28) 

 

where aD and MD is the weight matrix and bias term of final hidden layer output HC 

respectively. UC is the embedding matrix for all items in the set ; which have passed 

the token embeddings and positional embedding. And M-  is the bias term of GELU 

activation function. 

 The objective of the training step is to let the model be able to reconstruct the 

masked item as the original item as close as possible by predicting the masked item 4( 
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based on the final hidden layer output of this token ℎ&( . Then, measuring the loss 

function as the negative log-likelihood of the masked item as Equation (29). 

 

     I =
6

|.6|
∑ −&1∈.6 i-T_(4( = 4(, |\Q

()      (29) 

 

where <Q is the set of randomly masked items in \Q
(, 4(,  is the true item for the masked 

item 4(, and P(.) is the probability that was defined in Equation (28). 

 After BERT model has finish training, we will receive the final hidden layer 

output HC
@  which has the weight that can predict the next item for the target userA. Then, 

in the testing step, we feed the item sequence of target userA as an input and append a 

mask token, which is selected from set ; − \Q and put it at the end of the sequence. This 

mask token is the target item (4(,) and can assume as the new item that the target user 

has never seen before. After that, we feed the item sequence to the embedding layer and 

feed it into the finished training BERT model. The model will predict the target item 

based on the final hidden layer output ℎ&(,
@ . Thus, we make the distribution of all items 

in the sequence over the target item as below 

 

                     _(4(,) = .-=Q7NO($UI:(ℎ&(,
@ aD7 + MD

7
)UC + M-)    (30) 

 

where aD7 and MD
7
 is the weight matrix and bias term of the final hidden layer output 

HC
@ , respectively, and 	UC is the embedding matrix for all item in the set ; − \Q. 

 Repeating the step that we described above to all new item that selected from 

the item set ; − \Q. Finally, we will receive the probability of all new items that the 

target userA potential to interact with and we call it a target userA profile. 

 

3.2 Collaborative Filtering 

In the collaborative filtering side, our model aims to find who is the neighbor of 

the target user by measuring the similarity between the target user and other users in the 

system. To find who is the neighbor of the target user, we have adopted the BERT4Rec 

model to our model and feed the user sequence instead of the item sequence as an input, 

which is defined in the content-based filtering side. The user sequence is the sequence 
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of all users that used to rate the target item. The details of the step in the collaborative 

filtering side are as follows. 

Initially, let : = {!6, !5, . . . , !|)|} be the users set, the target item is itemO and 

\E = {!6, !5, . . . , !3} be the user sequence of target itemO where !3 is the user who used 

to rated itemO at time step Q. In the same way as the content-based filtering side, we 

randomly mask 15% of all users in the sequence and replace it with “[mask]” token as 

illustrated in Figure 3.2 and define as \E
( = {!( , !5, !I, . . . , !3} where !( is the user 

that was replaced with the “[mask]” token. The only masked user will keep in <E and 

in Figure 3.2 you can see that the masked user is !6.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2  The input of collaborative filtering part 

After random mask the user in the user sequence, we feed the masked user 

sequence (\E
( ) to the embedding layer which consists of token embeddings and 

positional embeddings and we will obtain the user representation called user sequence 

embedding. Then, we feed user sequence embedding to the stack of Transformer for 

training as same in the content-based filtering side and we obtain the final hidden layer 

output H) = {ℎ!6, ℎ!5, … , ℎ!(, … , ℎ!3} where ℎ!3 show the similarity on every pair of 

users in the sequence for each query user !3. Next, we add the feedforward layer with 

GELU activation to produce the distribution of all users over the query user !3 as below 

 

                     _(!3) = .-=Q7NO($UI:(ℎ!3aD + MD)U) + M-)     (31) 
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where aD and MD is the weight matrix and bias term of the final hidden layer output 

H) respectively, and U) is the embedding matrix for all users in the set :. 

 The objective of the training step in the collaborative filtering side is same as 

the content-based filtering side, we aim to make the model can reconstruct the masked 

user to be the original user as similar as possible. Then, we let the model predict the 

masked user !( by using the final hidden layer output of !( (ℎ!(). And we define 

negative log-likelihood of the masked user as the loss function as in Equation (32). 

 

     I =
6

|.8|
∑ −!1∈.8 i-T_(!( = !(, |\E

()      (32) 

 

where <E is the set of randomly masked users in \E
(, !(,  is the true user for the masked 

user !(, and P(.) is the probability that was defined in Equation (31). 

 After finished training, we have the final hidden layer output H)
@  which has the 

weight that can predict who is the neighbor of the target user. In the testing step, we 

feed the user sequence of target itemO as an input and append the mask token at the end 

of the sequence which represents the target user (!(,). Then, feed the user sequence to 

the embedding layer after that feed it into the finished training BERT model. The model 

will predict the target user based on the final hidden layer output ℎ!(,
@ . Consequently, 

we make the distribution of all users in the sequence over the target user as below 

 

                     _(!(,) = .-=Q7NO($UI:(ℎ!(,
@ aD7 + MD

7
)U) + M-)    (33) 

 

where aD7 and MD
7
 is the weight matrix and bias term of final hidden layer output H)

@ , 

respectively, and 	U) is the embedding matrix for all item in the set : − \E . 

 Iterating the step that we mentioned above to all user that selected from user set 

: − \E. Finally, we will receive the probability of all users which are similar to the 

target user and we call it a target itemO profile. 
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3.3 Prediction Stage 

In the prediction stage we adopt the MF that applies in NCF to predict the rating 

in our model. NCF wants inputs that are representation of user and representation of 

item. Thus, we use target user profile and target item profile which are user 

representation and item representation respectively as NCF input. Finally, we receive a 

rating of the target user toward the target item. 



 
 

CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

In this chapter, the experimental results of the proposed method are compared 

with the BERT4Rec. BERT4Rec is the content-based filtering approach which only 

considers the historical data of the target user. In contrast, our proposed method consists 

of both content-based filtering and collaborative filtering approach which escalate to 

consider the preference of the target users' neighbors. Therefore, the organization of this 

chapter is as follows. First, the details of the dataset that was used in this experiment 

are explained. Next, the evaluation metrics in this experiment is introduced which is 

evaluated in terms of accuracy (NDCG). Finally, the experimental results of the 

proposed method and BERT4Rec are compared. 

 

4.1 Datasets 

To perform experiments, MovieLens-1M dataset is used. It consists of 6,040 

users, 3,706 movies, and 1,000,209 rating records with rating range 1 to 5. The sample 

of MovieLens-1M dataset which is used in these experiments is shown in Table 4.1. It 

consists of 4 columns which are userId, movieId, rating, and timestamp. The first record 

means userId1 rated movieId1193 with rating score 5 at timestamp 978300760.  

Table 4.1  The sample from MovieLens-1M dataset 

userId movieId rating timestamp 

1 1193 5 978300760 

1 661 3 978302109 

1 914 3 978301968 

1 3408 4 978300275 

1 2355 5 978824291 

 

For data preprocessing, we have created item sequences for each user and user 

sequence for each item by grouping the records by users and items, respectively. Then, 

sorting the records according to the timestamp. After that, removing users that have less 

than 20 feedbacks and items that were rated less than 5 feedbacks from the dataset. The 
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sample of item sequence and user sequence are shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, 

respectively. 

Table 4.2  The sample of item sequence after preprocessing 

userId movieId 

1 3186 

1 1721 

1 1022 

1 1270 

1 2340 

 

Table 4.3  The sample of user sequence after preprocessing 

movieId userId 

1 6035 

1 6032 

1 6022 

1 6021 

1 6016 

 

4.2 Evaluation Metrics 

In this work, we evaluate the performance of our model against BERT4Rec in 

terms of prediction accuracy. We adopt Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain 

(NDCG) as our evaluation metrics in order to evaluate the accuracy of top-K 

recommendation ranking list for each user as is demonstrated by 

 

    '"#$0 =
RST9
*RST9

    (34) 

 

where "#$0 denotes discounted cumulative gain which can be computed by Equation 

(35), and &"#$0 denotes ideal discounted cumulative gain which is the possible highest 

value of "#$0 among the ranking list of items. 
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     "#$0 = ∑ 5:;$0"U6
VWX'("Z6)

0
";6    (35) 

 

where *N0P" = {5,4,3,2,1} is the actual rating score of an item at the top-K rank position 

/.  

Table 4.4  Actual rating and predicted rating of target user Ç   

ItemId Actual rating Predicted rating 

1 2 3 

2 4 3 

3 4 2 

4 3 2 

5 5 2 

6 5 4 

 

 To comprehend more about NDCG, for the target user !, let actual rating and 

predict the rating of the target user ! is shown in Table 4.4. To calculate NDCG with 

9=3, firstly Table 4.4 is sorted by actual rating and predict rating as illustrated in Table 

4.5 and assume that this table is the ranking list of items. 

Table 4.5  Sorted actual rating and predicted rating of target user Ç 

Sorted ItemId Actual rating Sorted ItemId Predicted rating 

5 5 6 4 

6 5 1 3 

2 4 2 3 

3 4 3 2 

4 3 4 2 

1 2 5 2 

 
 Then,  the ranking list of items from actual ratings to generate the position index 

and prediction rating. Instead of using a general position index of rating, we change 

position index by if the item has the same rating, it will have the same position index as 
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shown in Figure 4.1. In Table 4.6 we show generation prediction rating. For items which 

are not in the ranking list of items from actual ratings, prediction ratings are replaced 

by zero, in contrast for items in the ranking list of items from actual ratings, we will 

check items’ position index in the ranking list of items from predicted ratings. Next, 

replacing prediction ratings with ratings in actual ratings at the same position index.  

 

Actual rating 5 5 4 

Index 1 1 3 

 

Figure 4.1  The position index top-3 ranking list 

Table 4.6  Actual rank rating and predicted rank rating of target user Ç   

Actual rank 

ItemId 

Actual rank 

rating 

Predicted rank 

ItemId 

Predicted rating Predicted 

rank rating 

5 5 6 4 0 

6 5 1 4 5 

2 4 2 3 4 

 
 After that computed "#$I  and &"#$I  by considering the data with pink 

highlight and yellow highlight in Table 4.6, respectively. The rating 0, 5, and 4 in pink 

highlight are the top-3 predicted rank rating that we generate from the actual rating. The 

rating 5, 5, and 4 in yellow highlight are the top-3 actual or ideal rank rating score that 

is relevant to the item 5, 6, and 2. Finally, using "#$I and &"#$I to compute '"#$I. 

The solution of how to compute "#$I, &"#$I and '"#$I is shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

"#$I =
2\ − 1

log5(1 + 1)
+

2K − 1
log5(1 + 1)

+
2J − 1

log5(3 + 1)
= 38.5 

 

&"#$I =
2K − 1

log5(1 + 1)
+

2K − 1
log5(1 + 1)

+
2J − 1

log5(3 + 1)
= 69.5 

 

'"#$I =
"#$I
&"#$I

=
38.5
69.5

= 0.554 

Figure 4.2  The solution of computing ãåç], éãåç] and èãåç] of target user Ç 
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 Since All users in MovieLens-1M dataset have rated items more than ten times, 

we select '"#$K, '"#$^, '"#$6\ to evaluate our model. 

 

4.3 Experimental Results 

 To evaluate the experiment of our proposed method, we compare it with 

BERT4Rec in terms of accuracy which is the NDCG. For environment setting, we use 

GPU (RAM: 25.5 GB, Disk: 69.4 GB). In this experiment we split the dataset into 80:20 

which 80% is training data and 20% is test data. We use this data for both BERT4Rec 

and our proposed method (HybridBERT4Rec). Training time around 17 seconds per 

epoch and test time around 5 seconds per epoch. In addition, we vary the top-K 

recommendation ranking list to 5, 7, and 10. The experimental results are presented in 

the following. 

Table 4.7  Performance comparison of our proposed method and BERT4Rec 

 MovieLens-1M 

'"#$K '"#$^ '"#$6\ 

BERT4Rec 0.9461 0.8249 0.6929 

HybridBERT4Rec 0.9942 0.8903 0.8134 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.3  èãåç_` of our proposed method and BERT4Rec at 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 

epochs 
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 From result in Table 4.7, it can be shown that our proposed method has results 

of '"#$K , '"#$^ , '"#$6\  higher than BERT4Rec. Since BERT4Rec has only 

content-based filtering but our proposed method appends collaborative filtering by 

using neighbor of the target user for cooperation in recommendations. 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION  

In this chapter, the conclusion of the proposed method is presented and the future 

plan of this work is explained for improving the proposed method to have more 

efficiency in the recommender system. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this work, we proposed a Hybrid (Content-based filtering and Collaborative 

filtering) recommender system based on BERT to solve the serendipitous problem of 

the BERT4Rec model and allow BERT to consider the interaction of other users in the 

system. In the content-based filtering side, we feed the item sequence of the target user 

as an input of BERT model and we receive the target user profile. In the collaborative 

filtering side, we feed the user sequence which is the sequence of users who used to rate 

the target item, as an input of BERT model and we obtain the target item profile. After 

receiving the target user profile and target item profile, we use it as an input of NCF 

model for predicting the rating score. From the experiment results that were presented 

in chapter IV, it can be concluded that our proposed method outperforms BERT4Rec 

model in terms of accuracy. 

 

5.2 Future Plan 

From the experiment results that our proposed method outperforms BERT4Rec 

model, we will try to experiment on other datasets such as MovieLens-20M or Amazon 

Beauty dataset and so on. And since we use only one evaluation metric in this 

experiment, we aim to use some other evaluation metrics to evaluate our proposed 

method in the future. 
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Background and Rationale  

A recommender system plays an essential role in our everyday life in which 

we have seen on many websites and applications like YouTube, Facebook, Netflix, and 

Amazon. Furthermore, various technologies were developed. It makes people be able 

to access much information that leads to information overload. Therefore, the 

recommendation system is an essential part of supporting user decisions. 

Collaborative filtering is one of the primary methods commonly used in the 

recommender system. This method measures the similarity between a target user and 

its neighboring users, and calculates the rating score to create a list of recommended 

items for the target user. However, there is the cold start user problem when a new user 

enrolls in the system since this user will have incomplete information. In other words, 

he/she has never give ratings to items or give rating only through small number of items. 

This problem causes a poor-quality recommendation. This type of the recommender 

system also causes the sparse data. Mostly, the number of items is greater than the users 

so it is hard to calculate similarities between users. For this reason, this method requires 

a large amount of data to calculate the recommendation.  
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Another primary method is Content-based filtering, which measures the 

similarities between an item that is going to be recommended for a target user, and items 

that the target user was familiar with in the past by considering the content that describes 

the items. The advantage of this method is that it does not require many data for 

processing or there is no cold start. But the limitation is that the set of items that were 

recommended for a target user are quite specific because it cannot recommend new 

items that the target user has never seen before. 

However, the two methods above have both advantages and disadvantages. 

Therefore, they were combined to improve the recommender system to be more 

efficient but still trying to preserve the advantages and eliminate some disadvantages 

— this is called hybrid recommender system approach.  

BERT stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. It 

is a model that brings the encoder parts of the Transformer model [2] to generate a 

language model. The regular Transformer model has limitations to train in bidirectional 

and to use the fully self-attention method. Therefore, BERT applied bi-direction training 

to the regular Transformer model. However, language modeling are trained left-to-right 

by predicting the next word of each position in the input sequence. Jointly context on 

both left and right in bi-direction training would cause information leakage which 

allows each word to see the target word hence the model would not learn anything 

useful. BERT adopts masked language modeling, which randomly masks words and 

assigns the model to predict that word based on their surrounding context.  

The earlier work [3] adopts the deep bidirectional self-attention model BERT 

to the sequential recommender system for predicting the next item that users are likely 

to interact with. By giving the historical interaction and applying masked language 

modeling [4] randomly on the items, then predicted the masked items based on the 

surrounding items. The previous model extracts the user profile by considering the 

similarity on every pair of items in his/her historical item sequences. When the new 

item has entered, this model will predict which item should be the next (target item). 

Moreover, their model only use historical data of a target user without considering 

interaction information of other users toward a target item which is the content-based 

filtering approach. It will be better if collaborative filtering can be applied in BERT for 

making their model to have higher accuracy that is the Hybrid recommendation 

approach. By looking at the information of other users that interact with a target item. 
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Instead of an attention on item sequences of the target user, we are interested in user 

sequences. Users in this sequence are the users who used to rate or interact with the 

target item. In order to extract which users affect to the target item and would be 

neighbors of the target user, we will apply attention mechanism in BERT by feeding 

another input which is the user sequences of the target item. 

In this work, we propose a Hybrid (Content-based filtering and Collaborative 

filtering) recommender system that applying BERT model. In addition to content-based 

in the previous model, we intend to escalate user-based collaborative filtering by 

considering the other users in the system that have interactions with the target item. 

From the previous model in Figure (a), it shows that it has employed BERT on only 

item sequences rated by the target user that is the content-based filtering approach, while 

our model in Figure (b) incorporates a collaborative filtering approach by feeding 

another input sequence including all users who used to rate the target item into the 

model. After taking input as item sequence (content-based filtering part) and user 

sequences (collaborative filtering part), we will obtain target user profile and target item 

profile respectively. For target user profile, it consists of the similarity on every pair of 

items on historical sequence of the target user. Consequently, it provides the information 

whether the next item is the target item or not. Meanwhile, a target item profile consists 

of the similarity on every pair of users which show who are the neighbors of the target 

user. In the prediction state, we apply NCF [4] to predict the rating score between target 

user profile and target item profile. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) BERT4Rec model architecture  (b) hybridBERT4Rec model architecture 
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Objectives 

1. To propose a new method that applied BERT on both Content-based filtering 

approach and Collaborative filtering approach. 

2. To compare performance in terms of accuracy between proposed model and 

traditional model (BERT4Rec [8]). 

 

Scope 

1. Use the MovieLens- dataset that consist of 610 users, 9,742 movies and 9,724 

ratings. The lowest rating score is 0.5 and the highest rating score is 5.0 

2. Compare the efficiency of the proposed approach with the research of Fei Sun, 

Jun Liu, Jian Wu, Changhua Pei, Xiao Lin, Wenwu Ou, and Peng Jiang about 

BERT4Rec: Sequential Recommendation with Bidirectional Encoder 

Representations from Transformer. 

 

Project Activities 

1. Outline of study 

1.1 Study the architecture of the current recommendation system. 

1.2 Study the research and academic articles in recommendation systems. 

1.3 State the pros and cons of the previous methods. 

1.4 Analyze and design methods to solve the problem. 

1.5 Develop a correctness test of the proposed method. 

1.6 Perform an experiment to measure the performance of the proposed 

system. 

1.7 Analyze and discuss the experimental results. 

1.8 Summarize and write a report. 

2. Timeline of study 

 From the outline of study above, we can write the Gantt chart as below. 
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Procedures 2019 2020 

07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 

1. Study the architecture of the 
current recommendation 
system. 

          

2. Study the research and 
academic articles in 
recommendation systems. 

          

3. State the pros and cons of the 
previous methods. 

          

4. Analyze and design methods 
to solve the problem. 

          

5. Develop a correctness test of 
the proposed method. 

          

6. Perform an experiment to 
measure the performance of the 
proposed system. 

          

7. Analyze and discuss the 
experimental results. 

          

8. Summarize and write a 
report. 

          

 

Benefits 

1. For Researcher 

1.1 Learn the operation of recommender systems. 

1.2 Learn the theory and practice in creating a new approach of 

recommender systems. 

1.3 Apply knowledge to create a recommender system. 

1.4 Practice the skill of work planning 

1.5 Practice in solving problems that occur during the operation. 

2. For Business and Society 

2.1 Develop knowledge that will be applied to a business in the future. 

2.2 Continue to develop a new knowledge which is beneficial to the 

research industry. 
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Equipment 

1. Hardware 

1.1  Computer with macOS Catalina version 10.15 with Processor 2 GHz Intel 

        Core i5 Memory 8 GB and Storage 256 GB. 

1.2  Computer with macOS Catalina version 10.15 with Processor 1.4 GHz    

        Intel Core i5 Memory 8 GB and Storage 256 GB. 

2. Software 

2.1  PyCharm Professional version 2019.2.3 

 2.2  Visual Studio Code version: 1.39.0 
 

Budget 

1. Apple Magic Mouse 2 2 4,580 baht 

2. LaCie HDD External Mobile Drive 2TB 
STHG2000400 

1 2,590 baht 

      3.   WDD HDD 4TB My Passport Ultra Type-C       
            USB 3.0 

1 3,290 baht 

 Total 10,460 baht 
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